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Some Notes on Finite-State Picture Languages* 
AZRIEL ROSENFELD 
Compzeter Science Center, ~d),iversity of 2Vlaryland, College Parh, Maryland 20742 
Fimte-state two-dimensional l nguages are much less well-behaved than 
their one-dimensional counterparts. Various definitions of language classes 
that are equivalent for strings are inequivalent for arrays. This note discusses 
some of these inequivalence results, and also points out a relationship between 
local picture processing operations and a special class of finite-state languages, 
the strictly locally testable languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite-state array languages were first studied in Blum and Hewitt (1967). 
They defined finite-state array automata (FSAA's), and showed that non- 
deterministic FSAA's are stronger than deterministic. It has also been shown 
(Mylopoulos, 1972a) that it is undecidable whether the language accepted by 
an FSAA is empty; this follows from the fact (Fischer, 1969) that, given any 
string grammar G, we can design an FSAA that accepts just the arrays con- 
sisting of left-justified erivations in G. These results indicate that array 
languages are considerably more complicated than string languages, for 
which nondeterminism adds nothing, and for which the emptiness problem is 
decidable. 
This note points out some further differences between finite-state string and 
array languages, with emphasis on concepts that are equivalent for strings 
but inequivalent for arrays. A relationship is also pointed out between local 
picture operations and a special class of finite-state array languages. 
* The support of the Information Systems Branch, Office of Naval Research under 
Contract N00014-75C-0286 is gratefully acknowledged, as is the help of Ms. Shelly 
Rowe in preparing this paper. Most of the inequivalence results in this note were first 
developed in Rosenfeld and Milgram (1971). The relationship between local picture 
operations and strictly locally testable languages was first noticed in 1969 as an out- 
growth of work on grammars for maps (Rosenfeld and Strong, 1969) and on rules for 
"noise cleaning" of maps (Strong, 1971). 
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The definition of FSAA used in this note will first be sketched. Informally, 
an FSAA is initially in a special starting state, and is placed on an infinite 
input array, all but finitely many symbols of which are # 's  ("blanks").* Its 
initial position is on one of the non-# symbols; we assume here that there 
always is at least one such symbol. The non-#'s  in the array are assumed to 
constitute a connected set. (Blum and Hewitt assumed that the non-# part 
of the array was rectangular.) At any time step, the FSAA senses the array 
symbol in its current position, changes state, and moves left, right, up or 
down to a neighboring position on the array, or possibly does not move. I f  it 
is nondeterministic, there is a set of possible states to which it can change, and 
a set of possible moves that it can make; if it is deterministic, these sets are 
singletons. Thus the FSAA is formally specified by a transition function of the 
form 
8: V × Q--* 2 °x~ 
where V is the (finite) set of array symbols, Q is the (finite) set of states, and A 
is the set of move directions {L, R, U, D, N}(L = left, R = right, U = up, 
D = down, N = no move). We say that the FSAA accepts its input array if 
it ever enters a special accepting state. 
2. SOME INEQUIVALENCES AMONG AUTOMATA 
In one dimension, the connected set of non-#'s  constitutes a finite string, 
call it ~. I f  a one-dimensional finite-state acceptor (FSA) is initially placed on 
~, its acceptance power is not reduced if we constrain it to always remain on 
e. Indeed, it can be shown that even if M is allowed to move onto the #'s ,  
there exists an M '  that never leaves ~, and imitates the behavior of M whik 
on ~. Basically, if M leaves e and can never come back, M '  enters an absorbing 
nonaccepting state (we can clearly assume that M does not accept ~r whil( 
off ~). I f  M can come back, M '  switches to a reentering state of M and resume., 
the imitation. This can be done even if M is nondeterministic; see Milgrarr 
(1975) for the details. 
In two dimensions, the situation is quite different, since an FSAA M cai 
leave the non-#'s  at one place and return at another place. I t  has been showI 
(Milgram, 1975) that if M can rewrite non-#'s ,  but cannot rewrite # 's ,  thin 
an M' that is confined to the non-#'s  can still simulate 1If, provided M i 
deterministic. I f  M is an FSAA, however, it is easy to see that it 
J The reason for our introducing these #'s, rather than assuming the (non-#)  mpu 
array to be finite, will become clear in Section 3. 
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power is increased by allowing it to move on the # 's .  Indeed, consider the 
set of thin, upright L-shaped arrays of (say) x's on a background of # 's .  In 
the following paragraphs we prove that 
(1) The set of such arrays is accepted by a deterministic FSAA that 
cannot move onto #'s .  
(2) The subset for which the L's have arms of equal length is not 
accepted by any such FSAA, even if nondeterministic, but is accepted by a 
deterministic FSAA that can move on # 's .  
To see (1), we design the FSAA as follows: It moves left until it hits a # 
(i.e., senses that it is about to move onto one), then moves up until it hits 
a #.  It now verifies that the symbol in its current position has # 's  above and 
on the left and right, and moves down one step. At this new position, it verifies 
that there are # 's  on the left and right, and moves down another step. If, at 
some stage, it finds an x to the right, it verifies that there are # 's  on the left 
and below, and moves right one step. Here, it verifies that there are # 's  
above and below, moves right another step, and repeats the process. I f  all 
these verifications are successful, and the FSAA has reached a point where it 
can no longer move right, it accepts the array. I f  the verifications fail at any 
point, it stops and does not accept. 
To see the first part of (2), suppose we had an M, restricted to the non-#'s ,  
that could tell whether the arms of the L were equal. Consider the set of one- 
dimensional rrays of the form ar~ba n, and let M' be an FSAA that behaves, on 
these arrays, exactly as M behaves on the L's, except hat when 21I' is to the 
left of the b, its moves are 90 ° rotations of those of M, so that when M 
moves up, M '  moves left, and when M moves right, M' moves down. I f  21i r 
accepted just the equal-armed L's, M'  would accept just the rows a"ba '~ for 
which m = n. But since M '  gains no information from the fact that it can 
sense the # 's  surrounding its row, we could thus define a one-dimensional 
FSA M"  which accepts just the strings of the form a~ba'; and this is not a 
finite-state string language, contradiction. 
Finally, we exhibit a deterministic FSAA M* that can move on # 's  and 
does accept he equal-armed L's. M* verifies that its input is an L, and finds 
the top of the L, as described earlier. I t  then moves "diagonally" across the 
#'s, i.e., it moves alternatingly to the right and down, repeatedly. If, on a 
downward move, M*  hits an x, it verifies that there are # 's  below and to the 
right, and if so, accepts the array. Readily, this can only happen if the L has 
equal arms (so that the top and right ends of the L lie on a diagonal ine). 
Note that if the horizontal arm of the L is shorter than the vertical arm, M* 
will move forever without hitting an x. 
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We conclude this section by observing that in two dimensions, there is no 
apparent analog of the one-dimensional result that a one-way FSA can 
simulate a two-way FSA. (Specifically: Given any set of strings accepted by 
an FSA, we can design an FSA acceptor for this set that always tarts out at the 
left end of its input string, that can only move to the right, and that accepts 
only when it reaches the right end.) In two dimensions, an analogous idea 
might be to allow our FSAA to move only in three out of the four directions-- 
left, right, and down, say. However, even for input rectangular arrays of 
non-#'s,  such an FSAA would be very weak. Indeed, clearly it could not (even 
nondeterministically) accept the 2-by-n rectangular arrays of O's and l 's in 
which there are two or more pairs of vertically adjacent l's. (Once it leaves 
the upper row, it cannot remember in which positions there were l's.) An 
even more disastrous idea would be to force an FSAA to accept (or not) as 
soon as it hits a #.  Such an FSAA could never accept he arrays in which the 
non-#'s  had any fixed size and shape (e.g., arrays having exactly one non-#), 
since to verify this, it has to hit # 's  repeatedly. 
3. AUTOMATA AND GRAMMARS 
In Mylopoulos (1972a), a class of array grammars i defined which generate 
the same classes of languages as are accepted by FSAA's. These grammars, 
however, are required to satisfy the condition that every time they rewrite a 
given point of the array, the rewrite it in the same way, even though they 
cannot sense its previous value. (In other words, the grammar blocks if it 
ever rewrites a symbol inconsistently; but the grammar itself cannot ell that 
it has blocked.) Thus this definition is somewhat unnatural. A different 
artificial definition, involving grammars that simulate FSAA's, is given in 
Rosenfeld and Milgram (1971). It appears, unfortunately, that the simple 
definitions which one might attempt o formulate are either too strong or 
too weak. 
Informally, an array grammar G is defined as starting with an initial symbol 
S on an infinite array of #'s .  The rules of G replace subarrays by geometrically 
identical subarrays; and the language of G consists of the arrays derivable 
in this way whose non-#'s  are all terminal symbols, and whose sets of non- 
# 's  are connected. 
In one dimension, the right or left linear grammars generate the same 
languages that the FSA's accept; while the linear grammars (in which, at any 
stage of a derivation, at most one nonterminal symbol exists, but it.need not be 
at a particular end of the string) are stronger; e.g., they can generate 
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{ a~ba~ I n = 0, 1,...}, which no FSA can accept. In two dimensions, however, 
the linear grammars are incomp'arable with the FSAA's, as we shall now prove. 
We first show that there is a language accepted by an FSAA that cannot be 
generated by a linear array grammar. To see this, consider the set of thin, 
upright T-shaped arrays of x's on a background of #'s .  It is evident hat this 
set is accepted by an FSAA, even one that is deterministic and cannot move 
on # 's ;  the proof is analogous to that for the L's in Section 2. (The FSAA 
moves up until it hits a #,  then left until it hits again; it then verifies that it is 
on a row of x's that have ~ 's  above and below them, with one exception that 
is not at either end of the row; finally, it returns to the exceptional x and 
moves down, verifying that it is on a column of ov's that have # 's  on their left 
and right.) On the other hand, this T's language cannot be generated by a 
linear array grammar. Indeed, the operation of such a grammar can be 
regarded as the movement of a nonterminal through the #'s ,  leaving a trail 
of terminals behind it, until finally it changes to a terminal itself. (The rules 
of a linear array grammar are all of the form A# --~ aB (or some rotation of 
this by a multiple of 90°), or ~/--~ a.) Since terminals cannot be rewritten, the 
nonterminal can never pass through the same point twice. But to generate 
all three branches of a 71, which may be arbitrarily long, the nonterminal 
would have to pass through the T-junction point more than once. 
The argument just given remains valid even if we allow the rule members of 
a linear array grammar to be more than two symbols long, since we could 
still not generate T's whose branches were longer than the longest rule 
member. Note, incidentally, that linear array grammars do not have a length- 
2 normal form, since rules with T-shaped members cannot be simulated by 
length-2 rules. 
Conversely, there is a language generated by a linear array grammar that is 
not accepted by any FSAA (provided it cannot move on #'s).  Indeed, con- 
sider the linear array grammar whose rules are 
T x [x  # V 
S#---. xS [ xT; ~- - .  T ] U; #U--+ Ux [ Vx; V-~ x; V--~ x. 
In this grammar the S moves to the right, leaving a trail of x's, until it changes 
to a T; the T moves down, trailing x's, until it changes to a U; the U moves 
left, leaving x's behind it, until it becomes a V; and the/7 moves up, trailing 
x's, until it changes to an x. Thus the language of this grammar consists of 
four-sided upright rectangular arcs of x's which may touch themselves, but 
cannot cross themselves. In particular, all the hollow upright rectangles of 
x's are in the language. But it can be shown Mylopoulos (1972b) that any 
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FSAA that accepts all hollow upright rectangles must also accept sufficiently 
large rectangular spirals (having many more than four sides); hence this 
language is not an FSAA language. 
Another possibility, discussed in Rosenfeld and Milgram (1971), is to allow 
the grammar to rewrite terminals (without sensing their presence), which thus 
permits it to generate T-shaped patterns. However, such a grammar could not 
generate the set of arcs (composed of x's) that do not cross or touch 
themselves, and this set is an FSAA language. Conversely, such a grammar 
could generate the set of connected blobs of x's, and this set cannot be the 
language of any FSAA (Mylopoulos, 1972b). 
4. LOCAL t)ICTURE OPERATIONS AND FINITE-STATE LANGUAGES 
Many of the basic local operations in the digital picture processing literature 
are designed to produce pictures that have particular properties; e.g., pictures 
that are free of noise, or that contain only "thin" objects. The class of pictures 
produced by such an operation can be regarded as a picture language. In 
this concluding section, we point out that these languages are all FSAA lan- 
guages of a special type, known (in the one-dimensional case) as "strictly 
locally testable." 
To concretely illustrate the types of operations referred to here, we briefly 
sketch two examples: 
(1) We can remove salt-and-pepper noise from a black-and-white 
picture by changing ablack point to white if it has too many white neighbors, 
and vice versa (Dinneen, 1955). This operation can be repeated, if necessary, 
until no further changes in the picture are possible. At this stage, the picture 
is (by the definition implicit in the operation) "noise-free". 
(2) We can thin black objects in a black-and-white picture by changing 
border points from black to white if: (a) They have more than one black 
neighbor, so that thin arcs do not shrink at their ends; {b) Changing them to 
white does not disconnect the black points in their neighborhoods (Rosenfeld, 
1975). When this is done repeatedly until to further change is possible, the 
objects are (by definition) "thinned." 
The class of noise-free pictures defined by an operation such as (1), and the 
class of thinned pictures defined by (2) are picture languages. 
Clearly, picture languages such as these are FSAA languages, provided that 
the non-#'s have some overall simple shape (e.g., rectangular) that an FSAA 
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can systematically scan. Indeed, while scanning, our FSAA can check the 
neighborhood of each point and verify that the conditions for performing the 
local operation do not hold. If this verification can be successfully carried out 
for every point, the FSAA can accept he picture when it completes the scan, 
since it has confirmed that no change will take place in the picture under the 
operation. 
In one dimension, FSA languages of the sort just described are known as 
strictly locally testable (SLT) languages; see McNaughton and Papert 
(1971), Section 2.3. These are essentially the languages whose sentences are 
defined by the fact that each segment of the sentence, having some given 
length, has a certain property. (We are ignoring here any special requirements 
at the ends of the string.) If 9 is a one-dimensional local operation, and L~ is 
the set of strings (on the given vocabulary V) that are not affected by 9, then 
clearly L,  is SLT, since its segments have the property that ~ leaves them 
unchanged. Conversely, let L be SLT with respect o the property P, and 
let 9v be the local operation that does nothing if P is satisfied by a given 
segment; then L is just the set of strings that are not affectzd by ~0 e . Thus 
any language consisting of the strings stable under a local operation is $LT, 
and conversely. 
We remark in conclusion that languages consisting of strings that are stable 
under the productions of an L-system have been studied by Walker (1974) and 
others. The classes of such languages, for various types of L-systems, are not 
finite-state, and certainly not SLT. This is because L-system productions can 
split and erase symbols, unlike our local operations, which can only rewrite 
a single symbol as a single symbol. Thus individual symbols may change 
under L-system production application, while the string as a whole remains 
unchanged, and this can no longer be decided by local testing. 
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